
 



Cult Following  
 
It isn’t always easy serving the powers of darkness and chaos, but somebody has to do it. The 
goal of Cult Following is to be the first cult leader to inscribe the secret name of your naughty, 
nasty demon after successfully summoning each of its six parts or to be the most successful 
remaining cult leader in the game. You will recruit cultists, research powerful mystic knowledge, 
summon your demon master one piece at a time, and inscribe the secret name of the horrid 
elder one to bring about the glorious destruction of the world as we know it. Unfortunately, the 
ancient energies are both a curse and a blessing and there are other powers and parasites of 
evil who will try to beat you to the punch. Can you be the first to bring your icky 
other-dimensional baddy into being and serve your master as the leader of your cult following? 
 

Components: 
 
5 six-sided dice (with optional sticker die faces attached) 
5 player boards 
5 secret name plates 
 
Die face summary (more complete explanation of play later): 
 

1. 🔠 Guess opponent’s demon name letter/reveal letter of own demon name 
2. 👤 Recruit cultists/cultist kidnapped 
3. ☢  Restore seal/break seal 
4. ♻  Wild card good/wild card bad 
5. ✨ Gain mystic knowledge/lose mystic knowledge 
6. 👹 Summon demon parts/lose cultists 

 
Player board consists of: 

● An area to mark down cultists recruited. 👤 
● An area to mark down mystic knowledge. ✨ 
● An area made up of a pentagon with 5 more pentagons attached which represent the 

torso, head, and 4 appendages of the demon. 👹 
● An area for recording guessed letters. 🔠 
● An area to write down letters guessed correctly by other players. 🔠 
● Marks to track broken and unbroken seals. ☢  

 
Name plate consists of: 

● One side with a space to write the 3-9 letters of the name of the player’s chosen demon 
lord and a rules summary for the solo game. 

● The summary of die faces on the other side. 
  



 

Set Up and How to Play: 
 
Each Player receives a player board and name plate. Fill in one seal on each player board for a 
2 or 3 player game, and two seals for a 4 or 5 player game. Each player should secretly write 
down a 3 to 9 letter long name for their demon on the name plate and place it face down in front 
of them. The players should then mark down 1 cultist and 2 mystic knowledge on their player 
board. Select a starting player at random who takes 3 dice and begins the game. 
Some notes on choosing a name: You may choose any combination of letters. Your vile master 
is not bound by the laws of human language to include vowels nor is it restricted in any way. 
Your demon name may have repeated letters as desired. Just remember that after summoning 
all six parts of your demon you will need to reveal the name completely in order to win. 
 
On their turn, a player will roll 3 dice, plus any dice afforded them through having summoned the 
correct demon part or having the requisite number of cultists. The player may then manipulate 
the die faces in various ways: 

● Each die face has a corresponding numerical value. Multiple dice may be turned to any 
of their values, provided that the total value of dice rolled remains the same. For 
example, a player rolls one 1, two 3s, and two 5s. The player may change the dice to 
two 1s, one 3, and two 6s, or one 1 and four 4s, or one 1, one 2, one 3, one 5, and one 
6. 

● In addition, a player may change, for lesser or greater, the total value of the roll by 1 for 
each mystic knowledge point spent. 

● The last way a player can manipulate the dice is by sacrificing (erasing) a cultist to reroll 
any one die.  

 
Demon Bonuses: 
 
Summoning parts of the demon will lead to various bonuses during the game: 

● +1🎲 : Gain a die to use for the remainder of the game. 
● +1🔠: Each turn, the player may guess a letter in the opposing players’ demon name(s). 
● +1👤: The player gains one cultist. 
● +1✨: The player gains one mystic knowledge. 

 

 
  



Each die corresponds to two possible effects, one generally positive and one negative. To 
achieve the more positive effect, exactly two identical die faces must be paired. Therefore, 
having 3 of a particular result at the end of the rolling phase will lead to both a positive and 
negative result. Each die possible result is explained as follows: 
 
1: 🔠 Guess opponent’s demon name letter/reveal letter of own demon name: 

● Two 1s paired allow the Player to guess a letter in all players demon names. The active 
Player should mark off the letter guessed and any players (including the active player) 
who have that letter in their chosen demon name should write down the letter in the 
correct location(s) on their player board for the other players to see. 

● A single 1 forces the active player to reveal a letter from their own chosen demon name. 
If the letter occurs in the name multiple times, all those uses must be written down on the 
player board.  

2: 👤 Recruit cultists/cultist kidnapped: 
● Two 2s allow the player to recruit 2 cultists. The player marks the cultist down on their 

board. On each board there is a special die mark surrounded by five special cultist 
marks. Any time a Player recruits a cultist, including at the beginning of the game, they 
may fill one of the these marks. When all five of these marks have been filled, the Player 
may roll an extra die on each subsequent turn as long as those five marks are filled. 

● One 2 forces the Player to sacrifice (erase) a cultist from their board. If the player has no 
cultists, this result has no effect. 

3: ☢  Restore seal/break seal: 
● Two 3s allow a player to restore one seal from any player board in an attempt to stave 

off the end of the game. If all seals are intact, this result has no effect. 
● One 3 causes a seal to be broken. Each board will have one to three seals active 

depending on the number of Players. If all active seals have been broken, THE GAME 
ENDS and a winner is then determined. See the End of Game section for details 

4: ♻  Wild card good/wild card bad: 
● Two wild results are resolved by taking one die and rolling it. The active Player then 

takes the effect of the die rolled as though two of that result had been rolled. Any #4 
(Wild) results are rolled again. 

● One wild result is resolved similarly as two, except that the negative one-die effect must 
be applied. Reroll any wild results again. 

5: ✨ Gain mystic knowledge/lose mystic knowledge: 
● Two 5s cause the active player to gain 2 mystic knowledge. The player marks this in the 

correct space on their board. 
● One 5 forces the player to lose (erase) one mystic knowledge from their pool. If the 

player has no mystic knowledge, this result has no effect. 
6: 👹 Summon demon parts/lose cultists: 

● Two 6s gives the active player the opportunity to summon one of the six parts of their 
demon by creatively drawing that part in the correct space. As each part is completed 
the player gains the bonus listed in each of those spaces. 

● One 6 causes the player to lose a cultist from their board and choose another player to 
receive one cultist. 



End of Game 
 
Cult Following can end in one of three ways: 

1. If any player has summoned all 6 parts of their demon and revealed the demon’s entire 
name at the end of their turn, that player wins. Should a tie occur as a result of multiple 
players having their final demon name letter revealed, the tied player with the most 
cultists is the winner. If the game is still tied, the player judged to have the best looking 
demon, as voted on by all of the players, is the winner. If the game is still tied, send 
pictures of the tied demons to the game’s creator, who will determine the final victor. 

2. If the name of any player’s demon is completely revealed before all 6 parts of their 
demon have been summoned, the demon immediately possesses that player and the 
game ends. The winner is the player who has summoned the most parts of their demon. 
In the case of a tie, the tied player with the most cultists is the winner. If the game is still 
tied, the player judged to have the best looking demon, as voted on by all of the players, 
is the winner. If the game is still tied, send pictures of the tied demons to the game’s 
creator, who will determine the final victor. 

3. If all seals are broken at any point in the game, the game ends immediately and all 
players LOSE. 

 

Solo Rules 
Sometimes, you just want to bring evil into the world without any distractions. The rules of Cult 
Following change slightly when played by one player. Setup remains the same with the 
following exception: 

● You should choose a name for your outsider that contains nine distinct letters. 
 
Game play also has a few changes: 

● Two 1 (🔠) results allows the player to erase a single letter in the demonic name that 
has been revealed 

● One 6 (👹) result leads simply to the loss of one cultist. 
● If the final result of the dice rolled would lead to loss of a cultist or mystic knowledge and 

the player has none to sacrifice, the player reveals a letter in the demon name instead. 
● At the end of each turn of play, the player reveals a letter from the name of their demon. 
● End game scenarios remain the same.  
● For greater challenge in the solo game, choose a demon name with fewer letters. 

 

 



  

   



   



      

      

      

      

      

          


